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The village that inspired a genius, Pablo Picasso, will be one of our stops on this route, which will take us down the 
path of the Cathars’ exile, to discover a magical mountain. We will walk through enchanted forests that served as 

refuges for poets and also over a landscape of dozens of volcanoes in La Garrotxa. We will visit medieval villas and 
discover the culinary secrets of the many Catalan recipes that originated here. 

Ode to Nature
Pyrenees

MONDAY, 27 
SEPTEMBER

TuesDAY, 28 
SEPTEMBER

WednesDAY, 29 
SEPTEMBER

ThursDAY, 30
SEPTEMBER

Friday, 1 
October

 Welcome to Catalunya
 Dinner in Parc Samà (Costa Daurada
 Accommodation in Cambrils Hotel Estival El Dorado Resort****

 Visit to the Pablo Picasso Center in Góso
 Lunch in Góso
 Visit to Cercs Mines Museu
 Dinner and accommodation in Ribes de Freser Hotel Resguards dels vents 

Through this monument, we can immerse ourselves fully into the medieval imagination in order to 
grasp the Romanesque aesthetic, the feudal world, the power of the Church and the role of La Seu 
d’Urgell as benchmark of the Pyrenean identity

This walks offer visitors a chance to discover the eastern Pyrenees and La Garrotxa landscape and 
its heritage. The best example of a volcanic landscape on the Iberian Peninsula: 40 volcanoes and 
more than 20 lava flows.

 An essential place for nature lovers. With a surface area of 
over 41,000 hectares distributed between Berguedà, Alt 
Urgell and La Cerdanya.

 Visit and tasting at cheese factory Abadess
 Dinner and accommodation 

 Trekking and lunch in la Garrotxa

 Transfer to Barcelona’s airport and flight back home.

 Transfer to Castelldefels (Costa Barcelona
 Farewell dinner in Castelldefels beac
 Accommodation in Castelldefels Hotel SB Bcn Events****

 Discovery Cadí-Moixeró nature Reserve

 Workshop & lunc
 Let’s start the famtrip
 Transfer to la Seu d’Urgell (Pyrenees
 Guided visit to la La Seu Medieval and Cathedral of la Seu d’Urgell 

https://parcsama.es/parc-sama-eng/
https://www.estivaleldorado.com/en/
http://gosol.ddl.net/gosol.php
https://mmcercs.cat
https://www.hotelresguard.com/en/
https://www.abadessa.cat
https://www.hotel-bcneventscastelldefels.com/en/
http://parcsnaturals.gencat.cat/ca/inici
http://laseumedieval.com/en/

